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Abstract Thanks to ubiquitous Web connectivity and portable multimedia devices, it has
never been so easy to produce and distribute new multimedia resources such as videos,
photos, and audio. This ever-increasing production leads to an information overload for con-
sumers, which calls for efficient multimedia retrieval techniques. Multimedia resources can
be efficiently retrieved using their metadata, but the multimedia analysis methods that can
automatically generate this metadata are currently not reliable enough for highly diverse
multimedia content. A reliable and automatic method for analyzing general multimedia
content is needed. We introduce a domain-agnostic framework that annotates multimedia
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resources using currently available multimedia analysis methods. By using a three-step rea-
soning cycle, this framework can assess and improve the quality of multimedia analysis
results, by consecutively (1) combining analysis results effectively, (2) predicting which
results might need improvement, and (3) invoking compatible analysis methods to retrieve
new results. By using semantic descriptions for the Web services that wrap the multimedia
analysis methods, compatible services can be automatically selected. By using additional
semantic reasoning on these semantic descriptions, the different services can be repurposed
across different use cases. We evaluated this problem-agnostic framework in the context of
video face detection, and showed that it is capable of providing the best analysis results
regardless of the input video. The proposed methodology can serve as a basis to build a
generic multimedia annotation platform, which returns reliable results for diverse multime-
dia analysis problems. This allows for better metadata generation, and improves the efficient
retrieval of multimedia resources.

Keywords Multimedia analysis · Reasoning cycle · Semantic reasoning · Web services

1 Introduction

Multimedia is being produced and consumed more and more each day. On the one hand,
because of the ubiquitous availability of the Web through advances in telecommunication
[1], and on the other hand, because of the exponential increase of portable multimedia
devices (smartphones, phablets, and tablets) [24]. To harness this vast amount of multimedia
resources, efficient and effective multimedia retrieval techniques have become a necessity
[5, 10, 31]. The most widespread way of efficiently retrieving multimedia resources is by
using textual annotations that accompany those resources (i.e., their metadata) [26]. Anno-
tating multimedia resources manually is, however, a time-consuming and cumbersome task
[8], which hence cannot cope with the current pace of multimedia production. Automatic
analysis methods are thus needed to extract metadata from a multimedia resource.

In this article, we explain how we devised a multimedia analysis framework that can
automatically annotate multimedia resources. As opposed to current related works, the pro-
posed framework is domain-agnostic, and can return reliable and robust annotations. To
create high-quality annotations, we use currently available multimedia analysis methods,
wrapped in Web services.

To be able to return reliable and robust results, a reasoning cycle is used that consecu-
tively (1) combines the analysis results of the already invoked analysis methods, (2) predicts
which combined results might need improvement, and (3) invokes the next compatible anal-
ysis method to retrieve new results. These new results in turn start a new iteration of the
reasoning cycle, until no more analysis services can be invoked. To make this framework
generic, Semantic Web technologies are used to automatically discover the compatible
Web services. By devising a problem-agnostic framework that can select and effectively
combine multiple compatible multimedia analysis methods, current and future state-of-the-
art algorithms can be used with minimal implementation costs, whilst maintaining robust
results.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We propose a generic approach to
robustly annotate diverse multimedia resources, by using existing analysis methods, seman-
tic technologies, and a three-step reasoning cycle; (2) We introduce a proof-of-concept that
demonstrates that this approach is feasible; (3) We evaluate the implemented framework on
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a video face detection use case to prove that the resulting quality of annotations is com-
parable or better than the current domain-specific solutions. The novelty of this work is
that it can automatically assess and improve the quality of multimedia analysis results in
a dynamic and generic way, whereas current composition frameworks are more static and
tailored to specific use cases.

In Section 2, we review the current research efforts in this field. In Section 3, we
propose our methodology of automatic Web service invocation and automatic quality assess-
ment. This methodology is evaluated by building a proof-of-concept, which is presented in
Section 4, and evaluated using a video face detection use case in Section 5. Furthermore,
the same proof-of-concept is presented an optical character recognition problem, to verify
that this methodology is indeed generic. Finally, there is a conclusion and future work in
Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.

2 Related work

To build a robust and dynamic multimedia analysis framework using semantic reasoning,
we review the current research efforts in the multimedia analysis domain (Section 2.1), and
the used semantic technologies (Section 2.2).

2.1 Multimedia analysis

Recent research is conducted into improving analysis results of multimedia resources such
as audio, images, and video [13, 16, 21]. Advancements are usually made by either cus-
tomizing existing solutions for the intended use case, or by combining multiple analysis
algorithms.

Customizing algorithms for specific use cases is mostly achieved by either using ad hoc
heuristics to improve intermediate results [12], or by using machine learning to train a clas-
sifier to analyze a multimedia resource [20, 22]. This makes these high-quality multimedia
analysis methods highly specialized, and only usable for the use case they where designed for.

Combining analysis algorithms is generally divided into two options. Either the analysis
algorithms are similar (i.e., methods that aim to solve the same type of analysis problem,
e.g., video face detection), or a multimodal approach is used [2]. In a multimodal approach
(also called fusion), methods from different problem domains are combined. For example,
speech recognition is used together with video face detection to improve the video face
detection results. Although the approaches to fuse multiple methods are generic (e.g., linear
combination of analysis results), the resulting framework is static and needs to be trained or
uses knowledge specific for the use case it is intended, for example to specify the weights
of the linear combination [2].

These analysis approaches continue to improve, but they usually fall short in returning
highly reliable and robust results [11]. Also, by focusing on highly customized solutions, the
current multimedia analysis landscape consists of many methods that are applicable to the
same problem domain (e.g., person detection), but are tailored to different use cases (e.g.,
urban environment vs. office environment). This lowers their reliability as those methods
only provide highly qualitative results in the specific use case they are intended for, and
reusing them in different use cases could return results that are unexpectedly of lower quality
[12]. We can conclude that there exists a high variety of static and domain-specific methods
to analyze multimedia resources, but that a dynamic and generic approach is lacking.
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2.2 Semantic web technologies

The Semantic Web is a layer on top of the common Web, to add machine-understandability
to its content [4]. Current research is being done in making Web services machine-
understandable as well, which allows for the automatic invocation of these Web services [9].
This automatic invocation allows for a dynamic and automatic framework, which
negates the need of having to build custom and static multimedia analysis methods for
every specific use case. Moreover, new analysis methods can be wrapped in Web ser-
vices to make them automatically discoverable as well. Therefore, we can make optimal
use of the already available and future analysis methods, without additional development
costs.

To achieve this automatic invokability, Web services need semantic descriptions. These
descriptions make them machine-understandable [27], which enables automatic discover-
ability and invokability of these services. Code Snippet 1 is an example of a very simple
semantic description of a Web service, using a dummy ontology (http://example.
com/). It states that the input type of the service should be an ex:Image, and that the out-
put type of the service is a ex:FaceRegion. As these terms are unambiguously defined,
this semantic description is enough for an automatic client to conclude that this service is
an image face detection service. By describing the functionality unambiguously, invocation
plans can be automatically generated. These invocation plans consist of a number of steps,
each step invoking one or more Web services to collaboratively solve a given problem [28].

Many frameworks have been developed to produce invocation plans of Web services
whilst maximizing the Quality of Service (QoS) [14, 17, 33]. These frameworks focus on
maximizing QoS attributes such as response time, throughput, security, and availability.
However, when using Web service composition in the multimedia analysis domain, these
frameworks fall short in maximizing the effectiveness of the analysis methods, i.e., the
quality of the analysis results these frameworks return.

Whereas our previous works handled automatic generation and execution of an invo-
cation plan to solve a difficult problem by splitting it up in different steps (e.g., going
from the question “Who is playing in this video” to the steps “Detect Faces” and “Recog-
nize Faces”) [27, 28], this paper proposes a method to improve the individual steps (e.g.,
“Detect Faces”) by combining multiple similar existing analysis methods. In this aspect, it
is orthogonal to our previous works. As a comparison to other works, a summary of the
differences between related work and the proposed method is given in Table 1. The related
work is compared to the proposed methodology, with respect to (1) whether the method-
ology is generic (i.e., can the same methodology be used in different analysis domains),
(2) whether the analysis program depends on the domain (i.e., can the same analysis pro-
gram be used in different domains), (3) whether it uses a combination of services to solve a
given problem, and (4) what the main improvement aim is (e.g., improving the quality of the
results).

http://example.com/
http://example.com/
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Table 1 Comparison of related work and the proposed method

Related work Generic #Domains Combination Aim

Ad hoc [12, 13, 16, 21] No No Maybe Quality

Machine learning [20, 22, 29] Yes No No Quality

Fusion [2] Yes No Yes Quality

QoS combination [14, 17, 33] Yes No Yes QoS

Previous work [27, 28] Yes Yes No Execution plan

Proposed method Yes Yes Yes Quality

3 Methodology

In this paper, we devise a methodology that combines currently available analysis meth-
ods to achieve better results. In contrary with the current state-of-the-art, our framework
is problem-agnostic. The methodology is inspired by a reasoning cycle consisting of
abduction, deduction, and induction, as proposed by Pauwels in [19]. This reasoning
cycle allows for an efficient and effective combination of the results of multimedia
analysis services that are targeted to the same problem domain (Section 3.1). To make
the framework generic, semantic descriptions of the services are used to automatically
select those services that are compatible with the multimedia analysis problem at hand
(Section 3.2).

3.1 Reasoning cycle

The abduction-deduction-induction reasoning cycle allows for the generation of hypotheses
that can be evaluated and improved, as it allows for the construction of experience-based
knowledge dynamically [19]. In this cycle, fine-grained observations are used to form a
general hypothesis (abduction), which is then evaluated (deduction). This evaluation tries to
discover inconsistencies within the hypothesis, and returns predictions of how the hypothe-
sis should be altered to be consistent with the evaluation. These predictions guide services
to collect new observations (induction), after which the previous hypothesis can be adjusted
to fit the total of observations better.

Let us consider the example of video face detection, where a face of a person is detected
for a large portion of a video, but not in every frame. These detections lead to the hypothesis
that a certain person is visible intermittently in the given video. When this hypothesis is
evaluated, it is predicted that the previously detected person should also be visible in the
intermittent frames, as a person cannot suddenly disappear and reappear. Because of these
targeted predictions, only the intermittent frames need to be re-analyzed. If new detections
are found in a new analysis phase, the hypothesis can be adjusted, and possibly improved.

The three reasoning stages are mapped to three types of Web services (Fig. 1): analysis
services, combination services, and prediction services:

– Analysis services are the currently available multimedia analysis methods that are
wrapped in a Web service interface. These services provide for the new observations,
as they insert new data into the framework.

– Combination services combine the observations of the analysis services and the results
of the prediction services. This combination allows to form a hypothesis that can be
(re-)tested by the prediction services.
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Observa�on

HypothesisPredic�on

induc�on
analysis services

abduc�on
combina�on services

deduc�on
predic�on services

Fig. 1 Mapping abduction-deduction-induction to different types of services in a generic multimedia
analysis problem solving platform

– Prediction services are services that evaluate the hypothesis. This implies that these
prediction services need to contain certain domain-specific knowledge. Thus, the pre-
diction services test the hypothesis against their contained domain knowledge for
inconsistencies, and return predictions to resolve those inconsistencies.

In the next paragraphs, we elaborate a full example, to further explain each reasoning stage
and how each stage is used to improve the intermediate results, using a video face detection
use case.

Figure 2 shows how a video face detection request is presented to the framework, together
with the input video (top of the figure). Given the request, the framework discovers two
compatible analysis services, one prediction service, and one combination service. The
framework iterates its reasoning cycle three times over the given video (as indicated by (1),
(2), and (3)), after which a result is returned ((4)). Each iteration consists of an abduc-
tion step (combine), a deduction step (predict), and an induction step (analyze). The
bounding boxes indicate which parts of the video the different Web services are invoked
on. The textures indicate that the Web service returned positive results (i.e., a face was
detected), and if no texture is present, the invoked Web service returned negative results
(i.e., no face was detected). E.g., the analysis service of iteration (1) detects a face from
frame 1 till frame 67, no face from frame 68 until frame 183, and again detects a face from
frame 184 until frame 220. The other analysis service of iteration (2) is only invoked from
frame 68 till frame 183, and detects a face from frame 68 until frame 121. The final result
is a combination of the results of these two analysis services ((4)).

In short, the example starts with a first iteration, that ends with a person being detected
intermittently from frame 1 till frame 67 and from frame 184 till frame 220 (Fig. 2, (1)).
This leads to the hypothesis that a person is only visible in those frames (combine (2)).
Prediction services mark the frames that are not conform with the domain-specific knowl-
edge (i.e., all intermittent frames that do not contain a detection, as the domain-specific
knowledge dictates that a person is a continuous object), and these frames are analyzed
again (predict (2) and analyze (2), respectively). The third iteration starts with
combining the analysis results ((combine (3))), after which the prediction service marks
the frames that are still not conform with the fact that a person is a continuous object
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1        …        67        68        …      121      122       …      183      184       …       220

combine
predict
analyze

combine
predict
analyze

combine
predict
analyze

result

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Results predic�on service Results analysis service 1 Results analysis service 2

Fig. 2 Mapping abduction-deduction-induction to different types of services in a generic multimedia anal-
ysis problem solving platform. Prediction services predict where new analysis results are needed. Analysis
services add new analysis results. Combination services combine the analysis results to improve the final
result of the platform

(predict (2)). However, as no more compatible analysis services are found (analyze
(3)), the reasoning cycle ends, and the last combination result is returned (result (4)).
In the end, the final hypothesis is returned: a person is visible from frame 1 till frame
121, and from frame 184 till frame 220. This hypothesis is supported by the analysis
results of multiple analysis algorithms and by the conformity with the domain knowledge
implemented in the prediction services.

3.1.1 Abduction: Combining the analysis results

Abduction is the reasoning stage where the most probable hypothesis is formed based
on (fine-grained) observations. With every new iteration of the reasoning cycle, new obser-
vations are added, and the hypothesis is updated to contain the biggest set of observations
that are consistent with the domain knowledge implemented in the prediction services. The
more observations there are, the more reliable the hypothesis can be. For example, when
a face is detected in a video from frame 1 to frame 67, and from frame 184 to frame 220
(analyze (1)), this leads to detection observations for those frames, and non-detection
observations for the other frames, which results in the hypothesis stating that the face is vis-
ible from frame 1 to frame 67 and from frame 184 to frame 220, and not visible in between
(combine (2)). However, when another set of observations states that a face is also vis-
ible from frame 68 to frame 121 (analyze (2)), both sets of observations have to be
combined effectively to improve the results (combine (3)). It could be that it is the same
face that is detected, that another face is detected, or that that some of the detection results
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are false. This effective combination of observations is done in the abduction stage guided
by the prediction results.

In the proposed framework, this stage is mapped to combination services. In Fig. 2, a
face region combination service combines the face regions of the first iteration with the face
regions of the second iteration that coincide with the prediction results, and removes image
regions of the first iteration that are refuted by the results of the second iteration 1. The
selected image regions form the new iteration of the hypothesis. It is the final version of the
hypothesis that is ultimately fed back to the user who pushed the request to the platform
(result (4)). This final hypothesis contains the combination of observations that form
the strongest hypothesis, i.e. the hypothesis that is most conforming to the knowledge of the
problem domain. E.g., in Fig. 2, we see that the face is predicted to be visible from frame 68
to frame 183 in order to be conforming to the domain knowledge implemented in the predic-
tion service (predict (2)). The analysis results of the second iteration partially agree
on that prediction (analyze (2)), thus the hypothesis is updated to be as conforming to
the domain knowledge as possible, given the observations (combine (3)).

3.1.2 Deduction: Predicting the correct results

In the deduction stage, conclusions are drawn based on a certain hypothesis. These conclu-
sion are in the form of predictions of how the hypothesis should be altered to be consistent
with the problem domain. This stage evaluates the current hypothesis for inconsistencies
with the problem domain, and thus tries to identify possible errors in the hypothesis. These
inconsistencies are then flagged to be re-analyzed. This implies that the deduction stage
efficiently triggers the induction stage only on those sub-problems where there is doubt
of the current observations, and that its results aid the abduction stage in effectively
combining possibly conflicting observations. The creation of sub-problems within a given
problem is also called the divide-and conquer problem solving approach [25].

When using the initial observations of the aforementioned example of video face detec-
tion, we predict the face to be detected from frame 68 to frame 183 (predict (2)), as
knowledge of the problem domain tells us a face cannot suddenly disappear and reappear.
Analysis services that are used in the induction stage need to verify this prediction.

The prediction services used in the proposed methodology implement general or spe-
cific domain knowledge. Multiple prediction services can be used within one request to the
platform, and one prediction service can be reused in multiple use cases (see Section 3.2).

3.1.3 Induction: Analysing the multimedia resource

In the induction stage, new observations are added to the framework. Being guided by the
prediction services, analysis services are being efficiently invoked on those parts of the
analysis problem that were marked to be inconsistent with the domain knowledge.

In this stage, currently existing analysis services are used, and the analysis results of
these services are returned. Whereas most conventional multimedia analysis systems only
use this inductive stage, the proposed framework employs the analysis services as a part of
the reasoning cycle.

1For the sake of simplicity, false positives are not included in the example of Fig. 2, however, they are
considered in the final platform (Section 4.2).
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3.1.4 Initialization and stopping criteria

When the framework is initialized, the first iteration of the reasoning cycle is trivial
(Fig. 2, (1)): the hypothesis is initialized to contain no observations (as there are none at
that instant), resulting in a general prediction (i.e., anything is possible), after which a first
analysis service is selected to do a full analysis of the original problem. The second iteration
starts by trivially combining all the results of this analysis to form the first hypothesis. This
hypothesis is the input of the prediction service, resulting in sub-problems that are analyzed
by an alternate analysis service. These analysis results are then combined with the previous
hypothesis to improve the hypothesis, leading to a third iteration of the reasoning cycle, and
incrementally improving the end result.

The reasoning cycle is stopped when all compatible analysis services have already
been used on the sub-problem raised by the prediction service. Other stopping criteria
are also possible, e.g., stopping when a satisfying reliability level is achieved (Section 7).
No analysis service should be reused on the same sub-problem twice (e.g., no frame should
be analyzed by the same analysis method more than once), as this would insert the same
result twice in the collection of observations. When the reasoning cycle cannot select anal-
ysis services anymore to provide for new observations (Fig. 2, analyze (3)), the result
of the final hypothesis is returned to the user (return (4)). Combination and predic-
tion services can be reused, as the added observations of the analysis services can lead to
different prediction and combination results.

3.2 Service matching

The generic framework makes use of currently available services to solve the presented
multimedia analysis problem. The appropriate analysis, combination, and prediction ser-
vices are selected based on the semantic description of the request, and on the semantic
description of the available services. For the proposed framework, this semantic descrip-
tion is limited to the type of input the service expects, and the type of output it returns.
By knowing the input and requested output of the request, the different Web services are
matched for their compatibility with the problem domain. The matching is different for
analysis, combination and prediction services.

The next paragraphs explain this matching based on the applied multimedia analysis
problem of video face detection. Snippet 2 shows the semantic description of the sample
request, where the source of the multimedia analysis problem is a video (ex:source a
ex:Video), and any region depicting a face visible in the individual frames of that video
is requested (ex:request a ex:FaceRegion).

Analysis services are matched purely based on the compatibility with the input and out-
301 put types of the request. In the case of video face detection, extra semantic reasoning
is done 302 by using the fact that a ex:Video consists of multiple resources of the type
ex:Image to 303 select an image face detection algorithm (Snippet 1, i.e., ex:source
a ex:Image and ex:output a ex:FaceRegion). Specifically, the ex:source
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classes of the request and the analysis service need to match, and the ex:request class
of the request needs to match the ex:output class of the analysis service. Using semantic
reasoning, this matching may be indirect, in this case, using the fact that a ex:Video
contains one or more ex:Images.

By using the semantic knowledge of the problem domain, more general (thus
more reusable) services can be selected. A face region prediction service could be
generalized to any kind of object that is visible continuously in time. This general con-
tinuous object prediction service could thus be reused for eye detection, car detection,
or other detection problems. Similarly, an image region combination service instead of a
face region combination service could be reused for any kind of image region combination
problem.

Prediction services are selected to be compliant with the problem domain, thus they
can use knowledge of that domain to evaluate the hypothesis. By decoupling the domain
knowledge of the analysis problem, this knowledge can be reused in multiple scenarios
without having to implement the domain knowledge again for every different use case.
This implies that improving the prediction service for one use case potentially improves
prediction results for all relevant use cases, without any extra effort, as these prediction
services are selected automatically. For example, providing a better prediction service for a
continuous object video detection use case automatically improves the prediction results for
a video person detection use case and a video face detection use case, as the same prediction
service can be reused among those different problem domains.

Using semantic descriptions of the problem domain also implies that when the seman-
tic descriptions of a problem domain are extended, more compatible services can be
found, leading to potentially more iterations of the reasoning cycle, and better end results.
E.g., in the face detection problem domain, if we add the semantics that a face is part of a
person, we can also use person detection analysis services in the face detection use case to
add observations to the hypothesis. However, this implies that extra services are needed to
automatically convert ex:FaceRegion results to ex:PersonRegion results and vice
versa, just as an extra service was needed that converted the ex:Video to ex:Images.
The matching of these extra services can be done using the same matching methods as
mentioned above.

4 Proof-of-concept

We implemented the framework as a proof-of-concept, to see how significantly the pro-
posed reasoning loop can improve analysis results, whilst remaining problem-agnostic and
providing robust results across multiple given requests. The proof-of-concept consists of a
reasoning server (Section 4.1) and a service server (Section 4.2).

4.1 Reasoning server

The reasoning server houses the implementation of the reasoning cycle, thus sequentially
executes the abduction, deduction, and induction stages. The reasoning server is built
using the blackboard pattern [30], storing all the intermediate and final results in a Resource
Description Framework (RDF) store [3]. This means all observations and predictions are
stored in a format compatible with the semantic descriptions of the services, which allows
reasoning to be conducted not only on the services, but also on the results. The
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semantic inference to match the services is done using the Euler Yap Engine (EYE) of
De Roo [6].

To evaluate this proof of concept, the framework was tested on the use case of video
face detection. Several videos were provided to the framework, with for each video
the same semantically described request to return the face regions of the given video
(see Snippet 2).

4.2 Service server

The service server provides the combination, prediction and analysis services, along with
their semantic descriptions. To accommodate for the video face detection problem, several
services needed to be implemented.

Two face detection services were implemented based on the Viola-Jones algo-
rithm [29] as provided by the OpenCV initiative2, using two different Haar clas-
sifiers to train the face detection method (haarcascade frontalface alt and
haarcascade frontalface alt2). This results in two similar but non-identical face
detection methods.

A simple continuous object prediction service was implemented. This prediction service
looks in consecutive frames if the same object is detected (based on the vicinity of image
regions across frames). If the same object is detected intermittently, interpolated image
regions in the intermediate frames are flagged as possible false negatives. If an object is
only detected very briefly (three frames in total or less), those image regions are flagged
as possible false positives. Thus, an observation that confirms a prediction can either be a
detection in case of a false negative prediction, or the absence of a detection in case of a
false positive prediction.

To combine the previous hypothesis with the new analysis results, a simple image region
combination service was implemented, comparing the new image regions with the already
found image regions and the predicted image regions. Following the open world assumption
[7], every new data from the analysis stage that is not refuted by the prediction stage is
added to the hypothesis. This means:

– If a new region is found in the vicinity of a false negative prediction, that region is
added to the hypothesis.

– If no region was found in the vicinity of a false positive prediction, the flagged false
positive image region is removed from the hypothesis.

– A new region that is largely overlapping with a region already present in the hypothesis
is combined with the already present region, resulting in a single observation.

– Every other new region is added to the hypothesis.

5 Evaluation

The proposed framework is evaluated using two use cases: one using video face detection,
to show its ability to improve the results of existing methods, and one using optical character
recognition, to show its generic applicability3.

2http://opencv.org/
3Results: http://users.ugent.be/∼bjdmeest/data SemIntegrationFramework.zip

http://opencv.org/
http://users.ugent.be/~{b}jdmeest/data_{S}emIntegrationFramework.zip
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Fig. 3 F-measure of the individual analysis algorithms compared to the proposed platform for both possible
invocation sequences

5.1 Video face detection

This proof of concept is evaluated using several head tracking data sets of Clemson Uni-
versity4. These data sets are provided with a ground truth and have been used by multiple
head tracking experiments. The data sets contain one or more faces that are occluded, tilted
and/or rotated in an office environment. A comparison is made between the results of the
individual face detection algorithms and the results of the proposed framework. The best
results per sequence are depicted in bold. We should note that the goal of the proposed
framework is to return the best possible combination of analysis results, using the available
analysis methods. This is why we will not elaborate on the effective quality of the results,
but only on the gains the framework provides compared to the individual analysis methods.

Figure 3 shows the F-measure (which is the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall) of the results of the framework, compared to the results of the individual
methods (using Haar cascade classifier haarcascade frontalface alt [A] or
haarcascade frontalface alt2 [B]). We use the F-measure as this combines
precision and recall in one measure and allows for an easier comparison between methods.
A division is made between which face detection algorithm was selected first in the frame-
work, as the results can be different depending on the invocation sequence. For the data
annotated with framework [A], the framework started by using [A] for the first general
analysis, and analogous for the data annotated with framework [B]. The best results are
marked as bold.

We observe that for these data sets, the framework usually outperforms the individual
algorithms. The framework performed less than [B] in seq sb because the prediction
algorithm incorrectly flagged some results as false positives, and algorithm [A] was not
capable of detecting the faces in those frames, resulting in the wrong prediction being
wrongly confirmed. Despite this one case, the framework outperforms the individual algo-
rithms all the time. In the case of seq villains2, the framework is capable of using the
results of the worst performing algorithm to outperform the results of the better performing
algorithm (the results of [B] were improved by the framework from 33 % to 35 %, whilst
[A] remained at 34 %).

We thus observe that the framework is capable of improving the analysis results, but
also that the effectiveness of the framework depends on which service is used first. This

4http://www.ces.clemson.edu/∼stb/research/headtracker/seq/

http://www.ces.clemson.edu/~stb/research/headtracker/seq/
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Fig. 4 Used figure for the OCR
use case

phenomenon is explained by the fact that the first analysis service is used on the entire
input video, whilst succeeding analysis services only need to analyze sub-problems. If the
first algorithm does not perform well, there is still a lot of room for improvement by other
algorithms, whilst an already qualitative algorithm cannot be greatly improved anymore.
This is why certain analysis results are not improved when using the framework, as one
algorithm performed absolutely better than the other in those sequences.

However, it is not possible to rank algorithms according to their performance across
all requests. While we notice that [A] is usually better than [B], this does not hold true
for seq mb, for example. This observation leads us to the conclusion that the proposed
framework can return more robust results than the individual analysis methods, regardless
of the input video.

5.2 Optical character recognition

Additionally, the framework is presented with a second problem to show the general
applicability of the proposed framework: a picture containing text is presented to the frame-
work (Fig. 4), and the contained text is requested, which is a typical Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) problem.

To this end, the framework has access to two OCR services, a dictionary prediction ser-
vice (i.e., a service that matches words with an internal dictionary to see whether the word
exists or not), and a text combination service. The reasoning steps are presented in Snippet
3. The framework selects a first OCR service ((1)), flags all words that do not exist in an
internal dictionary ((2)), selects a second OCR service to reanalyze those words ((3)),
and combines the results ((4)). As no other words are flagged, the platform returns the
combined result ((4)).
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5.3 Discussion

The two use cases demonstrate that the framework is capable of effectively and efficiently
combining currently available multimedia analysis methods in a dynamic and generic
way.

Existing works about multimedia analysis and combination of analysis methods exist
(e.g., fusion methods [2]), but these are static and tailored to specific use cases. Moreover,
the proposed framework is capable of using these state-of-the-art methods as one of the
available multimedia analysis services. This way, the framework can try to improve on the
results of these state-of-the-art methods, which most of the time will result in comparable
or better results than these individual methods. There also exist generic systems that, given
a certain request, try to find compatible services [23], but these services are targeted to
QoS metrics and do not try to effectively improve the results of the individual analysis
services.

6 Conclusions

This paper described a problem-agnostic framework that can automatically select and inte-
grate different types of Web services, to evaluate and improve multimedia analysis results.
In comparison with existing methods, the proposed framework outperforms current mul-
timedia analysis methods as it is not tailored to specific use cases, and it is capable of
returning more reliable and more robust results. By making full use of currently available
analysis methods, it is expected that the performance of the framework will increase as the
performance of the individual analysis methods improves.

Automatic selection and reuse of Web services is achieved by matching their semantic
descriptions with the semantic description of the request, where more general services can
be selected by reasoning over the semantic descriptions of the services and the semantic
descriptions of the problem domain. This makes the framework reusable across different
problem domains with no extra implementation costs. The Web services are combined
in an abduction-deduction-induction reasoning cycle, where analysis results are evaluated
using prediction services and where different analysis results are combined to achieve better
results.

By implementing this methodology in a proof-of-concept and evaluating this proof-of-
concept for the problem domain of video face detection, we observed that this framework
is capable of automatic evaluation and improvement of analysis results, thus providing
more robust results across multiple requests. By using prediction services to implement
the problem domain-specific knowledge, the framework itself remains problem-agnostic.
Furthermore, the framework provides a degree of reliability. When multiple analysis ser-
vices return the same result, the combined reliability of the result is higher than that of the
individual analysis service. By reusing the framework for an optical character recognition
use case, we proved its general applicability.

The evaluation showed that the framework is capable of generically improving the results
of individual analysis methods in an automatic way. However, its performance does not only
depend on the used analysis services, but also on the sequence of those used services. The
results of this framework can be used to add relevant metadata to multimedia resources,
which enables the discoverability of these resources, and facilitates their retrieval.
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7 Directions for future work

The current framework returns results and their reliability on an absolute basis (i.e., detected
or not detected). Extending this with fuzzy logic concepts [32], a future research possibility
is creating a reliability measure for the used services, and for the combined reliability of
the final result. This gives rise to three possible improvements to the current framework.
First, the combined reliability of the returning results could be calculated in more detail.
E.g., we can assume that a result which is combined from a 78 % reliable service and a
87 % reliable service has a higher reliability than the individual services, but if we want
to calculate how much more reliability, we can use concepts from fuzzy logic. Second, the
reliability of individual services could be computed by comparing their individual results
with the combined results. The reliability of the individual services could thus be changed
dynamically, and guide the reasoning process into better service selection. And third, the
reliability of the intermediate results could be calculated as well. This would provide for
a new stopping criterion, namely, the platform could return a result when the reliability of
the intermediate results is high enough. For example, stop the reasoning cycle when the
combined reliability of the intermediate results is higher than 85 %.

Other factors could also be investigated for optimal service selection, such as Quality of
Service parameters [18, 34]. For example, selecting the fastest service first will improve the
execution time the most, as this service will analyze the entire multimedia resource, whilst
subsequent selected services will only need to analyze parts of the original problem.

Currently, the framework uses custom semantic descriptions of services to retrieve com-
patible web services, but there already exist ontologies and documented approaches to
achieve this goal. The framework could be adjusted to use the Hydra vocabulary [15] and
the RESTdesc approach [27] to enable the automatic discovery.
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